Jeffrey Open Space Trail:
This Park is a long and narrow space stretching
North-South adjacent to Jeffrey Road. We will be
located at the intersection of Fanpalm and Great
Lawn inside the neighborhood just south of Long
Meadow (Bryan Avenue). Parking is free and plentiful.
The Stonework location was very popular as it offered many posing
options for all group sizes and allowed pets to be incorporated into
the shoot.
Please see the
screenshot below or
use the QR Code
above for location
information
and
directions how to
pass through the
neighborhood.
The sample photos here were taken at this location. The photo above is
at the Stonework location and the photo to the left is at the Greenery
location.

Shape Shift Studios (www.shapeshift.studio)
This is a working studio space in Santa Ana just west of the 55
Freeway at McFadden Ave. It is in a small light industrial complex
with ample parking. Look for the Beckman Lady Hoops signage at the
entrance door.
BLH will be hosting most of our photo sessions at this location. As an air-conditioned
indoor space, it offers protection from the weather and direct sunlight which caused
havoc with makeup and overall comfort. It also offers bathroom facilities and a welllighted makeup station for last minute touch ups.
There will be two backdrop scenes setup with props. Screenshots of the backdrops are
shown to the right.
Due to COVID limitations, the number of people allowed to be in the studio (including
the crew) is limited so scenes are setup for families of four but five can be
accommodated
if
we
are
notified
beforehand
via
email
at:
BeckmanLadyHoops@gmail.com.
Unfortunately, we are not allowed to have Pets in the studio, so we recommend Session
#1 on October 16th. If that does not work for you, please email us to discuss options.
A video tour of “Studio A” is available on their
website if you are interested in detailed
amenities.

